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 Current literatures of active learning widely address pedagogies/approaches 

and their outcomes, but it does not appear to be a pedagogical consensus 

regarding the active learning pedagogies/approaches. This situation makes it 

difficult to gauge the prevalence and practicability of active learning 

pedagogies/approaches in specific educational levels. This systematic review 

is aimed to find the consensus of active learning pedagogies/approaches 

applied in pre-school to tertiary education on the basis of constructivist 

philosophy and student-centered notion, determine the desirable pedagogical 

dimensions, discover pedagogical gaps, and offer attention for bridging the 

gaps. We located seven pedagogical dimensions from teachers’ perspectives 

of pedagogical features, in terms of pedagogies/approaches and 

theories/concepts, from 148 publications that were eligible for inclusion after 

filtered through PRISMA. The learning outcomes or evidence of effectiveness 

were determined across various pedagogies/approaches in relation to 

pedagogical dimensions’ manifestation. Content analysis was employed in 

this work to encode, categorize, and develop themes. As a result, this study 

highlights the pedagogical gaps between desirable pedagogical dimensions’ 

manifestation and actual pedagogy attainment at various educational levels 

and provides suggestion for bridging the gaps to ensure smooth pedagogical 

transition. The study may serve as a foundation for future active learning 

pedagogical designs and enrich student-centered learning initiatives. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Today’s education systems are designed in accordance with the innovative applications of 21st 

century teaching and learning (T&L) criteria to address global changes in education. The main goals of 21st 

century T&L are promoting student-centered initiatives, accelerating technological innovation, and motivating 

active learners to collaborate and create their own knowledge [1]. Student-centered learning encompasses 

methods that instructors fundamentally change their roles from being information providers to facilitators, 

emphasizing the importance of learners in creating their own understanding of knowledge based on individual 
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needs and interests [2]. Apropos to this, it is rational in addressing active learning as a component of student-

centered learning [3]. The initiative of active learning is in line with the student-centered learning goals, which 

includes promoting learners’ active participation, optimizing the educational environment, encouraging social 

engagement, and enrich technology utilization [4], [5]. At the same time, active learning promotes a variety of 

constructivist learning approaches that place emphasis on learners learning through creating their own 

knowledge and meanings, relating new concepts and experiences to prior information, and using metacognition 

to deepen understandings [6]. 

There are increasing numbers of studies being done specifically to investigate the active learning 

implementation in the education system since the year 2013 [7]. The rise in research with various perspectives 

reflects a wide range of concepts grounded in active learning [8]. Many active learning methods are frequently 

used interchangeably owing to the wide variety of concepts [9]. Additionally, it is also influenced by 

practitioners’ conceptual coherence which they see some notions “seem to hang together” [10]. For instance, 

there is a multitude of pedagogical learning models for instructors to integrate active learning into 

contemporary T&L; the active learning pedagogies/approaches are dispersed throughout broad pedagogy 

studies and journals, without debating any comprehensive or integrated pedagogical consensus. Such a 

situation causes difficulty to reach a verdict about what are the common features that affirm the relevancy and 

practicability of these active learning pedagogies, in accordance with current education needs for different 

educational level learners. At the same time, this has caused a rise in interest in the effectiveness of different 

active learning pedagogies in accordance with the demands of current education. Some studies highlighted 

constraints or difficulties with putting active learning into practice [11], [12]. However, numerous educational 

premises have endorsed the application of active learning pedagogies in education because they highly believe 

that active learning improves student-centered learning [13]. In this context, empirical research on active 

learning implementation and its impacts on learning outcomes require systematic attention. 

The aim of this systematic review was to determine active learning pedagogical dimensions by 

acquiring insight into the wide range of active learning pedagogical features in terms of pedagogies/approaches 

and theories/concepts currently in use, discover the pedagogical gaps between the desirable manifestation of 

pedagogical dimensions and actual pedagogy attainment at various educational levels, and suggest gaps 

bridging. Pedagogy is the teaching method or approach to teaching related to the field of education [14]; 

whereas pedagogical dimensions include pedagogical features that control the content and activities that 

learners have to perform [15]. This study gathered and synthesized the dispersed active learning 

pedagogies/approaches implied in different studies at various educational levels in order to discover the 

pedagogical consensus. This paper expects the pedagogical consensus would aid readers in understanding how 

the concepts of active learning are applied at various educational levels and whether there is any significant 

difference among the use of active learning pedagogies/approaches at different educational levels. We drew 

upon all relevant and necessary pedagogical features of active learning from teachers’ perspectives which 

helped us to obtain practical data directly from practitioners and injected realism into discussion [16]. Active 

learning practices were then related to the fundamental concepts of active learning braced by constructivist 

philosophy and student-centered notion, to investigate the theoretical and conceptual dimensions of active 

learning pedagogies. Pedagogical consensus was identified, and it synthesized a solid or comprehensive 

practical and conceptual background of active learning implementation in a wide T&L area and stage.  

Eventually, this study compiled active learning practices and theories/concepts that brace active 

learning pedagogical dimensions. We addressed the significant difference among the use of active learning 

pedagogies/approaches at different educational levels in the discussion of pedagogical dimensions, with the 

support of fundamental theories/concepts of active learning. The relationship between pedagogical dimensions 

and the outcomes of implementing active learning pedagogies/approaches was pinpointed. The results were 

used for determining the feasibility of desirable pedagogical dimensions’ manifestation in specific educational 

levels. Finally, this study discovered the pedagogical gaps and offered attention for bridging the gaps to ensure 

smooth pedagogical transition which suggested instructors or instructional designers a guide for continuous 

growth of effective active learning pedagogies/approaches implementation from pre-school to tertiary 

education. To examine what exists in the literatures, the following questions were used: 

− What are the most prevalent pedagogies/approaches for implementing active learning practices at present? 

− What are the theories/concepts that support active learning pedagogies/approaches? 

− What is the evidence of effectiveness of active learning practices? 

 

 

2. THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND 

The paradigm of “active learning” and the related concept of “student-centered” learning rose to 

prominence during the late 1970s and early 1980s. The “pedagogies of engagement” [17] that support active 

and collaborative learning have emerged since the mid-1990s, such as upside-down pedagogies, technology-
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enabled active learning, team-based learning, and more [18]. In summary, student-centered learning cedes full 

responsibilities to the learners; protrudes active and comprehensive involvement of learners rather than passive 

instruction; increases sense of autonomy in the learners; builds interdependence between learners, peers, and 

teachers; and pays close attention to affection and cognitive domains [19], [20]. In recent years, a growing 

number of instructors, educators, psychologists, researchers, and instructional designers have demonstrated a 

consistent interest in structuring and evaluating T&L models that support learners’ participation, cooperation 

or collaboration, and exploration. The student-centered idea has become more prominent at a time when the 

education system begins to apply the concept of 21st century learning in the process of T&L. According to 

Nahar et al. [21], one of the pillars of 21st century education is the incorporation of student-centered activities 

along with features of active learning. The construction of knowledge through student-centered learning 

promotes active learning among learners as well as establishes the concept of 21st century education. 

It has been noted that student-centered learning and the ideas of constructivism are closely related [22]–

[24]. Constructivist ideas advocate practices that lay emphasis on deep learning, discovery learning, and 

independent learning that encourage learners to actively construct knowledge for understanding [22], [24]. 

Proponents of active learning have emphasized that learning is an active process and have created metaphors for 

T&L that are based on “constructivist” philosophy. To elaborate further on this point, constructivist philosophy 

has been incorporated into the majority of studies that investigate active learning in published literature [25]–[28].  

Remembering, problem solving, and making decisions based on knowledge from the past are all part 

of the cognitive constructivism process [29]. It gets uplifted by the surroundings which helps in the 

development of learners [30]. For example, a learner must attribute specific capabilities to the objects of 

interaction to approximately develop a reliable scheme [31]; it means a lot to a learner to have his/her experiential 

reality confirmed by others, which proves that social contact or communication among human plays an important 

role to strengthen one’s thinking or knowledge that he/she has constructed [31], [32]. Thus, active learning has 

some connections with the social constructivist view as well, which emphasizes the value of communities in the 

learning process. In addition, Singhal [33] suggested that teaching practices that recruit student-centered learning 

should holistically take in behaviorism, cognitivism, humanism, and constructivism philosophies. 

Besides, there are rich theoretical concepts embedded in the ideologies of student-centered 

proponents, in which the ideas have served as the foundation for many of the tenets of modern constructivist 

philosophy of active learning. The literature review of proponents’ ideologies suggests a bunch of theoretical 

concepts that can be used to articulate how constructivist philosophy and student-centered notion promote the 

implementation of active learning pedagogies in today’s teaching and learning (Appendix A: available at 

https://doi.org/10.17632/8gdwv9hn6s.2). 
 

 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 

This systematic review is constructed based on an updated Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 

Review and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA 2020) guidelines and checklists [34]. The PRISMA 2020 flow diagram 

as shown in Figure 1 illustrates the stages of this systematic review, from the initial number of identified 

references to the publications that were eventually excluded and included.  
 

3.1. Inclusion, exclusion, and study selection 

We conducted our electronic search in the following three databases: Scopus, Web of Science, and 

Education Research Complete@EBSCOhost. We believe that these three databases were the best databases for 

the research topic because Scopus and Web of Science are multidisciplinary databases that combine enriched 

data and linked scholarly literature across a wide variety of disciplines; Education Research 

Complete@EBSCOhost is a definitive online resource for education research, covering topics of all levels of 

education from early childhood to higher education, and all educational specialties. Scopus and Web of Science 

enabled a general search to include a wide range of related topics from high impact journals for this review. 

Education Research Complete@EBSCOhost enabled a discipline-specific search typically on education 

research and performed as a supplemented search database to ensure specific access to the related publications. 

Search strings consisted of the following terms, which we added “OR” within each group of key terms and 

added “AND” between those groups: teacher(s’) AND “perspective(s) OR view(s) OR belief(s) OR 

perception(s) OR opinion(s) OR experience(s)” AND “active learning”. We repeated the search by replacing 

the term “teacher” with “instructor”, “lecturer”, “educator”, and “professor”.  

We followed the PRISMA 2020 protocol for screening publications with the inclusion and exclusion 

criteria shown in Table 1. There are a total of two rounds of screening. The first round with titles, abstracts, 

and keywords; the second round with the full text. In both rounds, the data were performed using an electronic 

data extraction table in Microsoft Excel. A numeric coding [35] of the articles was performed as “(1) included” 

or “(0) excluded” according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The publications were screened based on 
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the criteria Table 1: time frame of publication, peer-review, language, empirical research, field, description of 

pedagogy, and pedagogical outcomes. In the initial phase, publications that had been identified by automation 

tools as not being published within 2018 to 2022, not peer-reviewed, non-scholarly journals, not original 

research articles, and not being published in English were automatically eliminated. After removing the 

duplicates, 2746 publications remained.  

Again, based on these criteria, irrelevant publications were removed by screening the titles, abstracts, 

and keywords. This fundamental process of review was co-defined by two researchers. There were 342 

publications met the inclusion criteria; however, 47 publications were not retrieved due to inability to find the 

full text. The full text articles of the remaining publications were then examined separately by three researchers 

to determine eligibility. During the process, additional criteria were included concerning the empirical research, 

description of pedagogy, and pedagogical outcomes. Three researchers conducted independent screenings of 

the articles before discussing any discrepancies. Then, a fourth researcher was consulted to resolve 

disagreements until full agreement was reached. After the full text was reviewed, 148 publications were 

determined as eligible and included in this review. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. PRISMA 2020 flowchart 

 

 

3.2. Data extraction 

The details of 148 remaining publications that were further presented and analyzed in this review are 

listed in appendices (available at https://doi.org/10.17632/8gdwv9hn6s.2). A summary of the author, year of 

publication, country, research topic/discipline, field of study, data collection, and participants that recorded 

general information about the studies were presented in Appendix B. Information about teachers’ perspectives 

on pedagogies/approaches they applied in their active learning practices (Appendix C) were analyzed to answer 

research question 1. Applicable theories/models (Appendix D) were synthesized and analyzed to answer 

research question 2. Subsequently, the outcomes of active learning studies (Appendix C) that aimed at proving 

the effectiveness of active learning pedagogies/approaches and credibility of investigating quality pedagogical 

dimensions were separately analyzed to answer research question 3. After that, we identified and discussed the 

compatibilities or consensuses between a range of pedagogies/approaches. We then mapped the comparable 

pedagogies/approaches onto the theoretical concepts derived from the proponents’ ideology affiliations. We 

identified pedagogical features and grouped identical perspectives to map them onto the theoretical concepts 

through an iterative process of data extraction.  

As a result of this process, active learning pedagogical dimensions were eventually revealed, and it 

was possible to gain insight into which pedagogical aspects of the current active learning practices are highly 

utilized, the tendency to use specific pedagogical dimensions at various educational levels, and the feasibility 
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to significantly demonstrate pedagogical dimensions as desirable foundation for active learning pedagogical 

designs in the future. This data extraction process was performed by the corresponding researcher and based 

on discussion with the research team. The classification was then reviewed by the entire research team and 

further discussed until full agreement was reached. 

 

 

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
Criteria Inclusion Exclusion 

(A) Time frame of 
publication 

(1) Publications between 2018 to 2022 
(5 years recent).  

(i) Publications before 2018 and after year 2023. 

(B) Peer-review (1) Peer-reviewed original research 

articles which published in 
scholarly journals to ensure the 

highest level of scientific quality. 

(i) Publications that have not undergone peer review.  

(ii) Studies published as a dissertation, proceedings of a conference, 
an editorial, a note, a letter, a book, a book chapter, a review, 

article in magazine, and article in newspaper. 

(C) Language (1) Articles published in English. (i) Publications in other language than English. 
(D) Empirical 

research 

(1) Empirical perspectives from in-

service teachers on active learning. 

(2) Empirical perspectives from 
authors who perform as teachers.* 

(i) Publications that are not reporting an empirical study. 

(ii) Empirical studies that are not about active learning. 

(iii) Empirical studies that are lacking perspectives from in-service 
teachers on active learning. 

(iv) Empirical perspectives from novice/trainee/pre-service teachers 

(incline towards teacher training), learners, and other 
stakeholders.  

(E) Field (1) Studies focusing on active learning 

implemented in educational 
program, course, or module at pre-

school, elementary, secondary, and 

tertiary level.  

(i) Studies that are not focusing on active learning implemented in 

educational program, course, or module at pre-school, 
elementary, secondary, and tertiary level (e.g., training, 

professional development). 

(ii) Active learning implementation in special education due to the 
difference of special needs education design compared to general 

education. 

(iii) Active learning implementation in postgraduates and 
international learners T&L because they are more likely to be in a 

different experience of life and have different set of expectations. 

(F) Description of 
pedagogy 

(1) The lessons described in each study 
must identify themselves as 

adopting active learning. 

(2) Active learning studies that clearly 
describe pedagogies/approaches. 

(3) Active learning implementation in 

a general context to ensure data 
consistency. 

(i) Studies without clear description of the lesson content and 
activities for active learning.  

(ii) Studies that put active learning as a supplementary element to 

discuss under a specific topic/program/model.* 
(iii) Studies that only measuring, evaluating, or assessing the 

effectiveness of active learning without specifically describing the 

pedagogies/approaches in use. 
(iv) Active learning that implemented in a specific context (e.g., 

COVID-19 “panicgogy” (although the global pandemic may 

present a chance for active learning strategies innovation, the time 
lack is not yet significant enough to have an impact on active 

learning strategies), *out-of-school context). 

(G) Pedagogical 
outcomes 

(1) Active learning studies that clearly 
reported the pedagogical 

outcomes. 

(i) Active learning studies that do not clearly report the pedagogical 
outcomes. 

(ii) Active learning studies that have contradict pedagogical 

outcomes.* 

*The inclusion and exclusion criteria were further added during the process of full-text review. 

 

 

3.3. Data analysis 

The research questions were examined through directed content analysis [36] to extend the active 

learning pedagogical features practically and conceptually. The researchers begin by identifying the significant 

variables (pedagogies/approaches, theories/models, and outcomes) as initial coding categories. Then, 

operational definitions for each category are determined using the theoretical concepts [37]. 

 

3.3.1. Analysis of pedagogical features 

The pedagogical features shown in this review provide context for pedagogies in terms of what 

practices have been practiced and how the theories or concepts are used in practices. The pedagogical features 

were identified and categorized according to the types of active learning practices as well as the related 

theories/concepts to the practices. The lesson content and activities description of each publication was 

reviewed to distil the different categories of active learning pedagogies/approaches that were used to shape the 

desirable pedagogical dimensions. The constant comparative method of analysis [38] was applied throughout 

this procedure. This procedure was also carried out within active learning theories/concepts to ensure 

conceptual fit among pedagogical dimensions identified by the pedagogy/approach categories. 
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3.3.2. Analysis of outcomes and gaps 

Several studies [39], [40] suggested a useful method for labeling the learning outcomes as  

positive (P), mixed (Mx), no significant changes (NS), and negative (N). For instance, records that indicated 

learning outcomes were extracted from publications and then labeled. This review applied the labeling method 

as in Appendix C (applied to each active learning pedagogy or approach). To identify the pedagogical gaps, 

trends in the learning outcomes were examined across various pedagogies/approaches of different educational 

levels in relation to the pedagogical dimensions’ manifestation.  
 

 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. What are the most prevalent pedagogies/approaches for implementing active learning practices at 

present? 

In examining the active learning implementation in the current educational system, we were able to 

identify groups of pedagogies/approaches that were used in different education levels or fields. Of the 148 

publications examined, teachers from 113 publications provided perspectives of specific practicable 

pedagogies supplemented with interrelated approaches in different education levels or fields; teachers from 

another 35 publications generally listed the pedagogies/approaches/strategies that adequately cohered and 

supported the pedagogies and approaches in the 113 publications.  

Table 2 shows that there is coherence of pedagogies across various educational levels or fields, 

indicating that those typical pedagogies are widely used in a variety of T&L contexts (extracted from  

Appendix C). Apart from the pedagogies in Table 2, teachers also implemented self-directed learning, digital 

storytelling, active seeking/screening, learning station, and competence-based learning in elementary T&L; in 

secondary level, teachers carried out differentiated instruction, learning with materials, culturally responsive 

pedagogy, and feedback as well; leaderful classroom practices, personal whiteboard learning, case-based 

learning, place-based learning, flexible learning, evidence-based learning, formative assessment-based active 

learning, and research-active/self-instruction were particularly applied in tertiary education. However, the 

utilization of these pedagogies was lacking in 2018-2020 active learning publications. 
 

 

Table 2. Commonly used active learning pedagogies in different learning levels/fields 
Specific active learning pedagogies implemented in 

2018-2022 

Levels/Fields Supported by general active 

learning publications Pre-school Elementary Secondary Tertiary 

Play/Free-play/Play-based learning/Games/Simulation 

and games/Game-based learning/Gamification 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Inquiry-based learning/Questioning/Process Oriented 

Guided Learning Inquiry Learning (POGIL) 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Project-based learning √ √ √ √ √ 
Social-based learning/Cooperative learning/Team-based 

learning/Group learning/Small group 

collaboration/Collaborative interaction/Collaborative 
social technologies/Jigsaw technique/Interactive 

learning/Chatbots/Interaction technologies/Dialogic 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Flipped learning *√ √ √ √ √ 

Blended learning *√ √ √ √ √ 

Outdoor/Outreach learning/Field-based learning/ 
Walking seminar (outdoor) 

*√ √ √ √ √ 

Activity-based pedagogy/ Experiential learning/ Action- 

and doing-based learning 

*√ √ √ √ √ 

Problem solving/Problem-based learning *√ *√ √ √ √ 

Learner control pedagogy/Autonomous learning *√ *√ √ √ √ 

Active thinker/ Higher-order cognitive skill (Deep 
learning)/ Critical thinking/ Design thinking 

*√ *√ *√ √ √ 

Physical activity/ Physically active learning *√ √ √ *√ √ 

Drama method/ Psychodramatic *√ √  √ √ 
Technological learning/Cell phone-based learning/ 

Inquiry-based technological model/Task-based 

technology /Industrial robotic learning/Laptop learning/ 
Digital teaching/Clicker-based learning/Online learning 

*√ √ *√ √ √ 

*The pedagogy is displayed through integrated approaches. 

 

 

Based on the findings (specific & general), many teachers view pedagogies, approaches, and strategies 

as integrated [41], [42]. For example, project-based learning, collaborative learning, cooperative learning, 

problem-based learning, inquiry-based learning, and game-based learning were approaches that specifically 

helped to put flipped learning pedagogy into practice [43]; at the same time, these approaches served as distinct 

active learning pedagogies as well. Additionally, according to teachers who gave their general perspectives of 
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practicable active learning practices, many pedagogies/approaches/strategies were functional interchangeable. 

To make it more comprehensible, we synthesized all the relevant approaches that reinforce the most prevalent 

active learning pedagogies according to Table 2 (Appendix D).  

Consequently, there were high consensus of pedagogies/approaches/strategies between publications 

on specific and general active learning (Elementary-63.3%; Secondary-76.9%; Tertiary-98%); however, pre-

school active learning pedagogies/approaches/strategies had a low level of agreement (20%) because there 

were few general publications. Every approach serves a specific function in supporting active learning 

pedagogies, even though some are more widely utilized than others. In fact, the majority of approaches 

employed for active learning pedagogies at one level were also adapted to other levels. The intimate 

relationship and significant differences among pedagogies/approaches in various educational levels will be 

discussed in the coming section. 
 

4.2. What are the theories/concepts that support active learning pedagogies/approaches? 

Based on the operationalizations in the reviewed literatures, a variety of theories that brace active 

learning concepts and practices are presented in Appendix C. Elaborate further from the most prevalent 

pedagogies/approaches for implementing active learning practices, this study discovered a set of essential 

active learning pedagogies/approaches that were utilized at all educational levels, creating a uniform active 

learning setting across all educational levels. The findings displayed a strong concordance between the ideas 

found in publications at all educational levels and the theoretical concepts put out by proponents of active 

learning in Appendix A. Among the consensus, the theoretical concepts that have received significant attention 

across various educational levels are presented in Table 3. 
 

 

Table 3. Essential theoretical concepts shared among all educational levels 
Focus of prevalent 

pedagogies/approaches 
Theoretical concepts 

Pedagogical 

dimension 

Autonomous  Learner control; sense of control Internalization 
(motivation) 

Individual achievement 

and independent learning 

Intrinsic motivation; motive; learning with happiness, interest, curiosity, needs, 

and desire; interest and nature of curiosity; independence; individuality; inner 

direction; self-determination; self-regulation 

Internalization 

(motivation) 

Student-centered Learner control Internalization 

(motivation) 
Practical/application Action-in-context; experiential learning; *construct knowledge or development of 

mind 

Environmental 

interaction 

Hands-on Hands-on; learning from experience; experiential; investigation Environmental 
interaction 

Peer learning Interaction and communication; social participation; sharing role; social activities 

and collaborative arrangement; peer teaching/learning; reciprocal dialogue; social 
relationship; positive relationships, interaction, and cooperation within 

communities; warm relationship; peer learning; *learner control (autonomous 

pairing); *freedom (free communication); * reflective thinking (peer grading) 

Environmental 

interaction 

Authentic/experiential 

learning 

Authentic and active experience; learning in context; learning from the 

environment; interaction between learners and surroundings; interact with the 

environment; interact with the surroundings for exploration 

Environmental 

interaction 

Activities with equipment Learning with materials (include technology tools) Environmental 

interaction 

Movement Movement and cognition are closely entwined; *active manipulation of materials 
or objects 

Environmental 
interaction 

Differentiation and equity Individuality; differentiation; diversity; sharing role; equity; integrated Opportunity 

Free choice and flexibility Freedom; flexible; self-determination; democratic; *nature, homely, and 
harmonious learning environment; *the project method 

Opportunity 

Scaffolding instruction Development of mind; learning as a process Continuity 

Friendly competition Extrinsic motivation Continuity 

*Complementary theory/concept 

 

 

After synthesizing and analyzing the prominent shared theories, the findings proved that the bulk of 

studies that examine active learning in literature adhere to the constructivist ideology [25]–[28], containing 

both cognitive and social constructivist theories. Besides, active learning theory, student-centered theory, and 

activity theory serve as the foundation for active learning practices that highlight the “student-centered” feature. 

In line with Singhal view [33], behaviorism (self-regulation and motivation) and humanism (attribution theory 

and personal causation) philosophies play significant role in supporting student-centered learning practices. 

Regarding the supporting theories, the environmental/situated theory encourages the idea that learners learn 

more effectively when the activities are based on real-world experiences, whereas the outcome-based theory 
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bases active learning around goals. Apart from the active learning concepts that are corresponding to the 

concepts given by proponents, we came across a fresh concept that places a strong emphasis on “technology-

based”. Technology must be taken into account in the framework of T&L in the 21st century [44].  

On the other hand, several pedagogies/approaches had been applied in different manners at different 

levels of education, supported by theoretical concepts advanced by proponents of active learning. The 

outcomes showed a gradual progression of simple to complex pedagogies/approaches across different 

educational levels. The details are shown in Table 4. 
 

 

Table 4. Gradual-progression theoretical concepts in various educational levels 
Focus of 

pedagogies/ 
approaches 

Theoretical concepts 
Pedagogical 

dimension Pre-school Elementary Secondary Tertiary 

Play Sensorial learning; 

learning with re-

sources; order in the 

learning environment; 

free development 

through play; 
construct know-ledge; 

nature development 
(free play). 

free development 

through play; learning 

in context (free play 

within basic context) 

free development 

through play; learning 

in context (play within 

context) 

free development 

through play; learning in 

context; learning with 

materials; active 

manipulation of 

materials or objects 
(e.g., technology) 

[skillful play] 

Meaningful 

play 

Imitation Learning in context 

(performance) 

Learning in context; 

warm relationship; 
development of mind; 

internalized discovery 

(internalized) 

- Learning in context; 

warm relationship; 
development of mind; 

internalized discovery 

(psychodrama) 

Meaningful 

play 

Thinking 

activity 

Critical thinking; 

logical thinking; 

higher order thinking 
(basic training of 

HOTS) 

Critical thinking; 

logical thinking; higher 

order thinking; 
reflective thinking; 

discover and organize 

knowledge; construct 
knowledge; nature 

development/ cognitive 

development by stages 
(HOTS application) 

Critical thinking; 

logical thinking; higher 

order thinking; 
construct knowledge; 

nature development/ 

cognitive development 
by stages; create 

meaning of knowledge; 

creativity (Creative) 

Critical thinking; logical 

thinking; higher order 

thinking; construct 
knowledge; nature 

development/ cognitive 

development by stages; 
create meaning of 

knowledge; creativity 

(Invite new ideas) 

Meaning-

making and 

thinking 

Problem 

solving, task-
based, and 

project-based 

learning 

Working on projects; 

problem solving 
[basic] 

Working on projects; 

creativity, invention, 
and re-invention; 

problem solving 

(creative and invention) 

Working on projects; 

creativity, invention, 
and re-invention; 

problem solving 

(creative and invention) 

Working on projects; 

problem solving; 
learning in context (e.g., 

case-based) [directional] 

Meaning-

making and 
thinking 

Inquiry-based 

learning 

Learning as inquiry 

[basic question loop] 

Learning as inquiry; 

higher order thinking 

(HOTS) 

Learning as inquiry; 

higher order thinking; 

reciprocal dialogue 
(reciprocal) 

Learning as inquiry; 

higher order thinking; 

reciprocal dialogue 
(variety of permutations 

in questioning) 

Meaning-

making and 

thinking 

Discovery 
and 

exploration 

Movement and 
cognition are closely 

entwined; discovery; 

space and relation 
(designated discovery) 

Movement and 
cognition are closely 

entwined; active 

discovery; space and 
relation; learning from 

the environment; 

constant searching from 
the surroundings; 

investigation (outdoor 

learning) 

Movement and 
cognition are closely 

entwined; active 

discovery; space and 
relation; learning from 

the environment; 

constant searching 
from the surroundings; 

investigation (outdoor 

learning) 

Movement and 
cognition are closely 

entwined; active 

discovery; space and 
relation; learning from 

the environment; 

constant searching from 
the surroundings; 

investigation (place-

based/field work) 

Discovery 

Reflection Reflection and 

evaluation (designated 

assessment) 

Reflection and 

evaluation; social 

interaction; reciprocal 
dialogue; reflective 

thinking; internalized 

discovery (designated 
assessment, peer 

feedback, and self-

reflect) 

Reflection and 

evaluation; social 

interaction; reciprocal 
dialogue; reflective 

thinking; internalized 

discovery (designated 
assessment, peer 

feedback, and self-

reflect) 

Reflections and 

evaluations; critical 

reflection; internalized 
discovery (critical 

reflection) 

Discovery 

 

 

4.3. What is the evidence of effectiveness of active learning practices? 

Different trends in learning outcomes were investigated among active learning pedagogies/approaches 

at different educational levels (Appendix C). There were 77.8% (n=7) of the publications that implemented active 
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learning practices at the pre-school level reported positive outcomes; 22.2% (n=2) reported mixed outcomes. In 

elementary level, 24.3% (n=9) of the publications reported positive outcomes; 73% (n=27) publications reported 

mixed outcomes; and 2.7% (n=1) reported negative outcomes. In secondary level, 17.9% (n=7) publications 

reported positive outcomes; 79.5% (n=31) publications reported mixed outcomes; and 2.6% (n=1) publications 

reported negative outcomes. In tertiary level, 28% (n=23) publications reported positive outcomes; 72 % 

(n=59) publications reported mixed outcomes. Overall, the data materials provided cumulative evidence of 

effectiveness that assists in allocating the credibility of pedagogical dimensions (Appendix C). Although the 

evidence of effectiveness that supports the applicability of pedagogical dimensions tended to be encouraging, 

the high tendency of “mixed outcomes” indicated the presence of pedagogical gaps that needed to be addressed 

further. 

 

 

5. DISCUSSION 

5.1. Main findings 

This study grouped interrelated pedagogies/approaches and theories/concepts together, which resulted 

in the identification of seven pedagogical dimensions (four sharing dimensions and three gradual-progression 

dimensions) that serve as desirable active learning foundation. Then, we dove deeper into the pedagogical gaps 

that could impede the smooth pedagogical transition for attaining the desirable pedagogical dimensions. The 

identified gaps cover any factor that impedes desirable pedagogical dimensions’ manifestation, even if some 

learners were able to obtain desired outcomes in the context yet some learners were not. The investigation of 

pedagogical gaps was then followed by pragmatic suggestions for bridging gaps Figure 2.  

A highly endorsed pedagogical dimension shared across different educational levels is internalization. 

From a humanism perspective, internalization involves elements such as beliefs or consciousness, attitudes, 

standards, and opinions which determine the consistency of learning outcomes in terms of self-determination and 

sense of self. Active learners are expected to have a natural drive to self-regulate an important but displeasing 

matter [45]. According to the findings, however, learners’ lack of confidence to be self-motivated and self-directed 

[46]–[48] and fear of failure [46], [49] during active learning created a gap between the conventional-

contemporary pedagogical transition at each educational level. Consequently, the pedagogical gap within the 

internalization dimension would ultimately affect other pedagogical dimensions’ ideal manifestation, such as 

learners feel stress while accomplishing meaning-making activities [50], not confident, shy, and afraid of sharing 

opinions or feedback in environmental interaction [46], [51], and so on. This study suggests an adaptation of 

pedagogy of confidence to bridge the gap, advocated by Jackson and Feuerstein [52] based on cognition theory. 

It is advised that instructors identify learners’ background, strengths or outstanding achievements, allow for 

mistakes, offer enrichment and scaffolding, cultivate close bonds, and amplify learners’ voices. 

Another pedagogical dimension shared across different educational levels identified in this review is 

environmental interaction, which is also given considerable emphasis by proponents of active learning and can 

be argued with broad knowledge construction process through interaction between human (peer and 

community), natural (environment), and human-made components (materials/tools) [53]. Social constructivism 

advocates that social interaction can strengthen thinking or knowledge that one’s has constructed [31], [32]. 

However, there are issues occurring during peer engagement in terms of learners’ personal-social pedagogical 

transition and collaborative skills; these situations are often found in young learners and secondary school 

learners’ active learning. The personal-social pedagogical transition problem made learners difficult for 

contributing themselves in their peer groups, as if they were quickly lost in the conversation [54]–[56], and it 

was challenging for them to come up with insightful ideas that resulting in less meaningful discussion [57], 

[58], even though they have higher attainment while learning by themselves.  

Additionally, insufficient collaborative skills even resulted in less reciprocal questioning or debates 

[59] and learners often require prompting to initiate conversation and transfer their understanding convincingly 

to their peers [59], [60]. Consequently, this circumstance widens the gap between social-based learning in 

lower-level and higher-level educational contexts. This study suggests gradual familiarization with peer 

interaction, in which learners start their learning from personal pedagogy that teaches them about their learning 

needs, strengths, skills, and interests; next, they move on to pair or small group interactions to foster 

spontaneous interaction; finally, learners shift to more complex group discussion.  

On the other hand, it is anticipated that tertiary education learners would function cognitively like 

adults [61], and previous studies included in this review clearly demonstrated that those learners show better 

personal-social pedagogical transition and higher collaborative skills. Nonetheless, the issue of integrating 

contemporary learning environment and pedagogic material interaction emerged, as the learning environment 

transitioned from the conventional to the digital. Young adult learners who are digital immigrants showed 

stronger resistance to change [62] compared to young learners. In any case, strengthening digital literacy skills 
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is crucial for learners at every level to bridge the transition to the modern learning environment [63] because 

technology provides a significant interaction purpose in addition to being an informational tool [64]. 

Opportunity and continuity are both related pedagogical dimension shared across different educational 

levels. First, opportunity is braced by the theoretical concepts of flexibility [65], freedom [66], [67] and equity 

[68]. Free-choice/free-play [69], free communication [70], dynamic learning [71], and differentiated learning 

[72] were some of the methods used by teachers to give learners equal learning opportunity. On the basis of 

opportunity, it assures learning continuity as if learners fairly compete in the context and take full responsibility 

for the entire learning process. Nonetheless, the pedagogical gap emerged due to learners’ diversity which 

permeated all educational levels. Despite the diversity of young learners, secondary and tertiary school learners 

have a greater sense of self-esteem to perform themselves [73]; they prefer to work on their own if given the 

chance [51]. Furthermore, divergent learners often refuse to work together [55], leaving behind lower cognitive 

and lower emotionally engaged learners who need learning support [48]. Due to unequal opportunities, it 

consequently discourages the continued learning of disadvantaged learners. This study emphasizes the gradual 

familiarization with peer interaction once more to bridge the pedagogical gap; on top of that, it is important to 

allocate suitable roles within peer groups that are most appropriate for each learner. Additionally, the 

differentiation approach used in the active learning classroom should be more apparent considering the features 

of content, process, product, and environment [74]. 

Meaningful play is one of the gradual-progression pedagogical dimensions that demands attention to 

pedagogical gaps in each educational level to ensure continuous level-to-level pedagogical growth. Plays and 

games were popular pedagogies/approaches used by instructors [75], [76]; resulting in enjoyment, active 

hands-on or experience, high engagement and motivation, and other benefits [77], [78]. Pedagogical gap was 

found since pre-school and elementary level learners lack of prior knowledge or experience with certain 

learning tools in plays [79], indicating that at this early developmental phase, material or tool familiarization 

and new knowledge or experience accumulation is essential during free play. At the secondary level, plays 

become more challenging as they incorporate increasingly complicated contexts, diverse work divisions, and 

time allocation to meet higher expectations for low-intermediate pedagogical transition. The inability of 

learners to solve problems and achieve desired learning outcomes led to the discovery of a pedagogical gap 

[80]. Material scaffolding depending on the learners’ different developmental level is essential to bridge the 

gap at this level [81]. Plays for the tertiary level have optimal level of difficulty, challenges, and uncertain goal 

attainment [82]. Pedagogical gap appeared when learners lack the necessary skill set to take on challenges in 

plays [83], suggesting the necessity for skill set development at this moment to bridge the gap. 

Meaning-making and thinking and discovery, two connected pedagogical dimensions that support 

learners’ knowledge construction initiatives, are further aspects of gradual-progression pedagogical 

dimensions. Rousseau declared that a child would have his own reason to investigate and explore the natural 

world actively [84], that is where meaning-making starts. However, young learners have a short attention span 

when engaging in thinking activities [85], [86], similar to what Piaget [87] urged, resulting in a decrease in 

learning interest and motivation [88]. Although elementary learners are expected to have more advanced 

thinking skills than preschoolers, they still have difficulty in understanding questions, providing direct answers, 

and coming to decisions [89]; even throughout the discovery process, they are unlikely to develop a critical 

grasp of the resources’ strengths and weaknesses, as well as self-awareness [90]. According to Table 4, pre-

school learners are expected to be a beginning thinker who just need basic thinking skills that foster a nature 

response to criticism and feedback [91], [92]. To close the pedagogical gap, time should be allocated in a way 

that sustains the attention of learners and encourages the nature development of higher internal standards of 

clarity, logic, and accuracy. Whereas elementary learners are anticipated as practical thinkers who can evaluate 

their reasoning in a systematic manner [91], [92]. This study suggests question-driven thinking practices [91], 

[92] to guide elementary leaners in better interpreting information to make inferences.  

Surprisingly, the use of active learning pedagogies nowadays does not ensure effective meaning-

making and thinking skills, even for secondary and tertiary learners. Both learner groups were found to be 

underperformed in deep and critical thinking [93], [94] as well as developing one’s own way of thinking [51], 

[95]. Higher-level education is frequently plagued by issues that are similar to those young learners’ encounter, 

such as a lack of motivation in critical thinking [96] and a lack of cognitive preparation to conduct independent 

thinking and discovery [46], [97]. This demonstrated that a failure to bridge the pedagogical gap at an early 

stage of learning may have major consequences later on, leading to a negative pedagogical transition. Given 

that secondary and tertiary learners are anticipative advanced thinkers, this study offers intellectual-insight 

practices to help learners who are attempting to be thorough come to the best decision, create a new thought 

pattern, and act in accordance with their best judgement [91], [92]. 
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Note. The suggestions for bridging pedagogical gaps were either from the researchers (personal) or supported by research (research) 

 

Figure 2. Framework for bridging pedagogical gaps 

 

 

5.2. Limitations 

Based on the demarcations already indicated, difficult compromises in the literature search and 

inclusion or exclusion process were noted. Even though access to publications from various continents is made 

available, the search was done for articles in English only, the potential of articles is still limited. The 

requirements for the articles’ selection in journals according to specific criteria, especially teachers’ 

perspectives were restricting. For example, publications that recorded teachers’ perspectives are respectively 

lesser than students’ voices; pre-school teachers’ perspectives are respectively lesser than other T&L fields or 

levels. As a result, the quality of publications was given precedence over completeness. From the analysis, 

there were a great variety of pedagogies, approaches, and concepts. It could be difficult to discern between 

categories because some of them could be interpreted as either hierarchical or overlapping. A wide range of 

topics or disciplines was presented in the publications, with more than a quarter from Science, Technology, 

Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). This review found a large number of consensuses between 

pedagogies/approaches in different disciplines, but there is no denying that some disciplines tend to frequently 

employ particular pedagogies/approaches. Despite the fact that this review included publications from different 

countries, we were incapable of distinctly defining the tendency of specific use of active learning 

pedagogies/approaches based on different country’s educational system. Thus, the way of developing a 

balanced depth and full breadth in the categorization was prioritized at the most prevalent features. 

 

5.3. Implication 

The review can be described as a holistic study for the research field, to provide insight into the most 

prevalent active learning pedagogies/approaches at present, relating theories/concepts, and the evidence of 

effectiveness of the practices. The pedagogical dimensions we identified can serve as a reference for teachers 

or instructors to appropriately understand the fundamental pedagogical features grounded in various active 

learning practices before/when putting them into practice. The pedagogical dimensions provide a basis for 

active learning pedagogical designs to a greater extent that comprehensively cover the most related, applicable, 

and contemporary features essential for optimal active learning implementation in different T&L levels or 

fields. This study reveals that it is important to determine the features that demonstrate the relevancy and 

practicability of active learning practices in light of the current demand for student-centered learning.  

Besides, this study presents significant similarities and differences on the usage of pedagogical 

dimensions at different educational levels. Hence, this study lays a foundation for future research by conducting 

studies that focus on evaluating the functionality of pedagogical dimensions in the use of active learning at 

various levels or different fields. Future studies should anticipate different kinds of consensuses based on 

different disciplines and educational systems. Additionally, this study draws attention to pedagogical gaps 

within pedagogical dimensions and provides personal and research-supporting suggestions to bridge the gaps. 

This encourages further research to validate the outcomes provided by this study. On the basis of applying the 

pedagogical dimensions, further modification of current active learning practices is therefore required. Future 

research that aimed for innovative active learning pedagogical designs for teachers or instructors’ practical 

support are encouraged. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

This review gives an overview of teachers’ perspectives regarding active learning implementation at 

different educational levels. We claimed that there is a lack of discussion about pedagogical consensus in 

contemporary research. Therefore, this study started with a broad investigation into the active learning 

pedagogical features and identified the outcomes across various educational levels or fields. Consequently, 

there were coherences between pedagogical features and outcomes, leading to the emergence of seven 

pedagogical dimensions that essentially applied to all educational levels or fields. In our context, we 

summarized the pedagogical dimensions as internalization, environmental interaction, opportunity, continuity, 

meaningful play, meaning-making and thinking, and discovery. By using these dimensions as a common 

reference for the development of active learning design and implementation, the relation between 

pedagogies/approaches, theories/concepts, and outcomes was pinpointed more distinctly compared to general 

active learning application. Furthermore, this study discovered significant differences in the pedagogical 

dimensions applied at different educational levels and suggested attention to bridge the pedagogical gaps. To 

put it briefly, this study has broadened and deepened the research domains of earlier studies by offering concern 

to bridge the gaps and ensure smooth pedagogical transition. This study can be used as a resource for the 

ongoing improvement of student-centered learning initiatives. 
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